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Inflatable Air Frame Family Tents

2016 Product Range Index

The Revolution of Outdoor Living...

Born of Aspiration...

Over the years we at Outdoor Revolution have observed a dramatic change to outdoor
living; the whole outdoor experience has never been as comfortable or luxurious as it is
today. This has in turn challenged our designers to create the most reliable, easy to erect
and luxurious products to match our customers’ expectations.
Our design brief is quite simple; to create a premium range of family tents using the best
quality fabrics and components available.
In the ensuing twelve years of developing lightweight awnings we have designed, invented and
perfected some of the most technological advances used in this market today. From patented
Intelligent Frames with pressure relief vales, to protecting materials with SunPro UV coating
and removable breathable groundsheets.
Here at Outdoor Revolution we recognise that our customers’ positive experience of using our
products and brand are our main priority. Priding ourselves in selecting the most knowledgeable
stockists and delivering outstanding customer service.

Here at Outdoor Revolution we strive to create the ultimate, most reliable and innovative products for our
customers to ensure they experience the very best of the great outdoors. Established in 2003; Outdoor
Revolution pioneered the lightweight awning and have since aspired to be the leading manufacturers in
the Caravan and Motorhome Awning and Tent industry. We have used these years of learning to design,
manufacture and provide the most desired products whilst offering unequalled value for money… 			

...Be Part of the Revolution!

As the Pioneers and Innovators within this field, Outdoor Revolution are so confident in the 		
reliability of any product with an Intelligent Frame that we offer a *LIFETIME GUARANTEE
on the air tubes for most models with an IF Valve…
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...NO other manufacturer has the confidence to offer this warranty!
*Terms & Conditions Apply. See website for details.
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inflatable airframe family tents • accessories

Superior technology ...

Product Testing ...

Why buy an Outdoor Revolution Product?
Vortex Ventilation: Condensation is an inevitable occurrence but is minimised with inclusion of Vortex Vents. These conically engineered vents are strategically placed around the product
and designed to provide optimum airflow.
Tintz Tinted Windows: The Tintz Tinted Windows give a contemporary feel and also reduce the glare from the sun. They create a calm and relaxed environment inside the product for you
to enjoy. As we design all products with very large windows the Tintz also provide a little more privacy.
Endurance Storm Straps: Strong and Durable storms straps with reflective strips. They are designed to give additional stability to the product and are moveable to ensure maximum
protection against the elements.

A stunning line up for 2016 ...

Every Outdoor Revolution Tent goes through a rigorous
testing process through every stage of development. At
each stage of production our tents are inspected and
must pass a strict factory quality control process before it
is given the Outdoor Revolution quality seal of approval.
Rain Testing: Our state of the art rain testing facility subjects
every new model to a thorough drenching for 12 hours in
conditions near equivalent to a tropical rainstorm.

Zip-In Curtains: All Outdoor Revolution products have integrated curtains; Quick and easy to use and provide complete privacy when zipped in or can be quickly opened and stowed and
allow complete enjoyment of the surrounding area.
Zips: We use two weights of zips for general doors and windows we use Light weight coil zips, these are heat resistant and fully rustproof, ideal for outdoor use. For areas where added
strength is needed we use a heavy duty ‘toothed’ zip; these are ideal for our additional annexes and have the same heat resistant and rust proof properties of the coil zips.
Seams: All critical seams are taped to ensure maximum water resistance; we also have storm guards and rain gutters to protect seamed areas near doors.

Exclusive Acrylix Fabrics
At Outdoor Revolution we only use the very best materials to create our products. Our fabric is
critically important in the design of any awning or tent and we select only the most appropriate
textiles to ensure optimum strength to weight ratio for overall unrivalled performance.
Denier
We select the most appropriate weight for each product to ensure optimum performance.
From our high tech lightweight 68 Denier to our heavier 420 Denier, providing unequalled
strength and a superior luxurious touch.
Double Rip Stop
Reinforcing threads are woven through the fabric in a ‘double’ micro grid pattern to create an
exceptionally strong material whilst maintaining its lightweight properties.
Sun Pro UV
Our fabrics are treated with an exclusive UV protective coating; Sun Pro UV defends the
material against the sun’s harmful rays and can make the fabric last up to three times longer
than any unprotected awning or tent.

Oxygen Air Frame
Dynamic Speed Valve (DSV)
Taken from the marine industry this valve has been tested to its limits. This valve is the fastest
and most reliable valve on the market. It is simple to use where inflation involves attaching a
pump to inflate and fast deflation is simply the push of a button.
Intelligent Frame Relief Valve (IF)
This relief valve measures the pressure inside the Oxygen Air Frame and releases any
surplus air. As ambient temperatures vary and air expands inside the tube the valve releases
additional air to prevent the tube from over inflation providing you with peace of mind.
Lifetime Guarantee
The Oxygen Air Frame comes with a ‘Lifetime Guarantee’ on most models. This means that
in the unlikely event should any manufacturing faults be experienced with the Oxygen Air
Frame during the time you own the product you can get in touch with us and we will resolve
the issue.
Superior Premium Air Tube
Upgraded air tubes and double skinned robust premium casings for 2016 on all air models to
give you ultimate confidence and peace of mind.

*Terms & Conditions Apply.
See website for details.
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Valve Testing: Each individual ‘DSV’ valve and pressure
relief ‘IF’ valve is tested in our lab to ensure each valve is
calibrated to the correct pressure tolerances before they are
installed in each air tube bladder.

Air Tube Testing: Every valve is installed by hand into its air
tube bladder which is then inserted into a double skin outer
case of PE & ripstop polyester, then inflated to the correct
pressure and left on test for 72 hours before being certified
and finally installed into the finished tent.

Born of Aspiration...

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // FAMILY / TOURING

Airedale 4.0
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“A stunning looking, fast erect airframe tent with every
feature that you would expect in a modern family tent”
...a new standard has been set!

The Airedale 4.0 is the most compact family tent
in the Airedale range. It is specifically designed to
comfortably sleep up to four people, perfect for small
families. It has 3 individual Oxygen Airframe tubes,
each with a dynamic speed valve and inteligent frame
relief valve. It has a permanent integral toggle back
canopy with single fibre glass pole which provides
additional protection from the elements. A modern
tent with enviable features projecting a strong
statement of quality & style.

Integral front canopy offers shade and shelter.

INFLATES
IN AROUND
4 mins

Features

Quick Draw Guying

Dark micro polyester inner tent with accessory pockets.

Material: 100 Denier Hex Printed Polyester
Tubes: Three Individual Oxygen Air Frame Tubes
Oxygen AirFrame: Dynamic Speed Valve and Intelligent
Frame Relief Valve with LIFETIME GUARANTEE*
Additional Features: Tinted Windows, Embossed Zipup Curtains, Mesh Zip in Doors, Vortex Ventilation System,
SunPro UV Protection, Sewn in Groundsheet, Storage Pockets.
Includes: 4 Berth Inner Tent with removable divider, Peg Pack,
Endurance Storm Straps, Dual Action Manual Pump, Repair Kit
and Holdall.

Optional Extras

Stone Protection Groundsheet
Snug Rug Carpet, Trio Sleeping Bags
Selection of coordinated furniture
Jet-Stream 12v Electric Air Pump

Maple Leaf Curtains

(Front Height)
210cm

Colour: Hex Print Warm Grey

470cm

Hex Print Graphite

Interior living area with clip back maple leaf design curtains.

Optional Snug Rug
6.

300cm

Canopy

Online Video Link

Hex Print Fabric

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

Model
Airedale 4.0

Width Length Pack Size (cm) Weight (approx)
300cm

470cm

82 x 50 x 39

25.8kg

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // FAMILY

Airedale 6.0

“The spacious and innovative Airedale 6.0 airframe tent.
Where style, practicality and value come together as one”
...quite simply a stunning family tent!
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The Airedale 6.0 is a stunning, large family tent
providing exceptional living and sleeping space.
Designed to sleep up to 6 people within its spacious
3 compartment inner tent, the interchangeable
dividers provide a flexible sleeping area. The optional
zip off windowed front door creates a practical living
porch area or an open canopy. A further optional
internal roof liner can provide added insulation
and help combat condensation. The innovative and
practical features together with unrivalled value for
money makes the Airedale 6.0 the must have family
tent for 2016.
Large functional front doubles as an open canopy or an enclosed porch.

INFLATES
IN AROUND
8 mins

Features

Material: 100 Denier Hex Printed Polyester
Tubes: Five Individual Oxygen Air Frame Tubes
Oxygen AirFrame: Dynamic Speed Valve and Intelligent
Frame Relief Valve with LIFETIME GUARANTEE*
Additional Features: Tinted Windows, Embossed Zip-up
Curtains, Mesh Zip in Doors, Vortex Ventilation System,
SunPro UV Protection, Sewn in Groundsheet.
Includes: 6 Berth Inner Tent with removable dividers, Zip
off Front Door, Peg Pack, Endurance Storm Straps, Dual
Action Manual Pump, Repair Kit and Holdall.

Large 6 person dark micro polyester inner tent with dividers.

Hex Fabric

Optional Extras

Zip off auxiliary front panel with groundsheet
Clip on Hanging Wardrobe.
Stone Protection Groundsheet
Snug Rug Carpet, Trio Sleeping Bags
Selection of coordinated furniture
Jet-Stream 12v Electric Air Pump
Maple Leaf Curtains

Porch

380cm

(Front Height)
210cm

Online Video Link

Colour: Hex Print Warm Grey

620cm

Model
Airedale 6.0
8.

Width Length Pack Size (cm) Weight (approx)
380cm

620cm

85 x 56 x 53

34.1kg

Optional zip off auxiliary front panel including groundsheet.

Hex Print Graphite
Quick Draw Guying

Optional Snug Rug

Optional roof liner

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // GROUP / LARGE FAMILY

Airedale 12.0
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“A classic design family pod tent with 3 separate 4 person sleeping
pods and a single inflation interior living space that is truly cavernous”
...a classic tent design revolutionised by Outdoor Revolution in Oxygen Airframe!

The Airedale 12.0 is a cavernous pod style tent
suitable for large families or groups, sleeping up to
12 people in its spacious 3 bedroom compartments,
each of which can be conveniently divided into 2.
The central welded single inflation Oxygen Airframe
can be inflated in around 90 seconds and creates an
exceptional living space. The integral sewn on front
porch with steel pole provides additional living space
or can be opened up for Alfresco dining. Ample
ventilation points help to combat condensation and
creates a pleasant atmosphere.

6

Modern design utilising ground breaking technological advances.

INFLATES
IN AROUND
8 mins

Large multifunctional front canopy porch entrance.

Features

Optional Snug Rug

3 large 4 person dark micro polyester inner tents with internal dividers.

300cm
240cm

215cm

300cm

300cm

Porch
Canopy

Entrance

300cm

Maple Leaf Curtains

140cm
270cm

Colour: Hex Print Warm Grey
Hex Print Graphite
10.

Material: 100 Denier Hex Printed Polyester
Tubes: Welded Single Inflation Central Pod for Fast Inflation.
Plus Four Individual Annexe & Porch Tubes.
Oxygen AirFrame: Dynamic Speed Valve and Intelligent
Frame Relief Valve.
Additional Features: Tinted Windows, Embossed Zip-up
Curtains, Mesh Zip in Doors, Vortex Ventilation System,
SunPro UV Protection, Sewn in Groundsheet, Inner Tent
Storage Pockets.
Includes: 3 x 4 Berth, Space Optimising Inner Tents with
Internal Removable Dividers, Peg Pack, Endurance Storm
Straps, Dual Action Manual Pump, Repair Kit and Holdall.

Optional Extras

Roof Liner
Stone Protection Groundsheet
Snug Rug Carpet
Trio Sleeping Bags
Selection of coordinated furniture
Jet-Stream 12v Electric Air Pump
Model

Roof light window

Quick Draw Guying

Hex Fabric

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

Website Link

Width Length Pack Size (cm) Weight (approx)

Airedale 12.0 730cm 785cm

88 x 69 x 57

45.4kg

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY

O-Zone 6.0 XTR
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“The O-Zone 6.0XTR - Flagship of the Outdoor Revolution tent range and the absolute
epitome of what a large family airframe tent should be ...in every head turning aspect”
...truly the only must have large family air tent for 2016!

INFLATES
IN AROUND
8 mins

Storm Strap Points

The O-Zone 6.0 XTR is the flagship model of the
Outdoor Revolution Oxygen Airframe tent range;
providing a huge amount of comfortable living,
sleeping & storage space, creating a relaxing
environment to make sure you enjoy your holiday
in this truly home from home family tent.
Boasting many new and upgraded features this
premium family tent is designed for larger families,
sleeping up to six people. The spacious 6 person
inner tent can be split into 2 separate compartments
with a removable zipped divider. This also has 4 ample
usable storage pockets. An optional 2 berth inner
tent can be added to increase the sleeping capacity
to 8 persons.
The upgraded cabin style doors provide a weather
tight seal, keeping your pets safely on the inside
and those nasty creepy crawlies on the outside. Two
thirds of the front porch divider panel door can be
zipped open, rolled and clipped back to open up
the main living area on warm days ...perfect for an
evening of candle lit alfresco dining. An optional zip
off windowed front panel with groundsheet enables
the front porch to be closed off creating additional
living space.
The stylish new maple leaf design zip down curtains
provide versatile varied height privacy and can
be neatly rolled down and stored in a convenient
pouch. These, working together with the Tintz tinted
windows, create a cosy yet pleasant and spacious
internal ambience.
This must have tent incorporates all the very best and
latest technologies, design and features of Outdoor
Revolution products to make this the most reliable
and sought after tent on the market today. The
pinnacle of the modern air frame tent world.
Features

Zip down Curtains

Double Tube Covers
12.

Zipped cabin doors

O-Zone 6.0XTR

Width Length Pack Size (cm) Weight (approx)
420cm

790cm

88 x 69 x 58

49kg

Optional Extras

Zip off windowed front with groundsheet
*Clip in 2 Person Inner Tent
Internal Roof Liner
UV Protective External Roof Cover
Stone Protection Groundsheet
Website Link
Snug Rug Carpet
Trio Sleeping Bags
O-Zone Windbreak
Jet-Stream 12v Electric Air Pump
Selection of coordinated furniture

Optional Snug Rug

Quick Draw Guying

Vortex Vent System

Protective Valve Covers

420cm

Model

Graphite

Optional zip off windowed front panel with groundsheet.

345cm

Colour: Ivory

Material: 150 Denier Double Ripstop Polyester
Tubes: Five individual Oxygen Air Frame Tubes with double
skin PE & Ripstop Polyester bladder retaining covers.
Oxygen AirFrame: Dynamic Speed Valve and Intelligent
Frame Relief Valve with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*.
Additional Features: Tinted Windows, Embossed Zip-up
Curtains, Mesh Zip in Doors, Vortex Ventilation System, SunPro
UV Protection, Sewn in Ground Sheet with zip around cabin
style step over doors for security, Side door rain canopy.
Includes: Six Berth Inner Tent, Heavy Duty Peg Pack,
Endurance Storm Straps, Dual Action Manual Pump, Repair
Kit and Holdall.

Spacious 6 person micro polyester sleeping inner tent

Porch

790cm

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

Photograph showing the inflatable side door rain canopy.

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY

O-Zone 6.0 XTR - Canopy / enclosed canopy

The Enclosed Canopy is a superb addition to
an already beastly tent. It creates an additional
sheltered area perfect for the storage of bikes,
muddy shoes or camping furniture. (see the
range of coordinating camping furniture in the
accessory section) The canopy zips on to the front
of the Ozone 6.0XTR and can either be opened up
or secured off with the zip in door panel, adding
even more protection and usable living space.
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The optional O-Zone Canopy zips on to the front
of the 6.0XTR tent, acting as a sun canopy whilst
also providing additional usable exterior living
space, giving added protection and shelter from
the elements. The canopy is the perfect addition
for an evening of candle lit alfresco dining on
those mild summer nights.

6
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“Shade, shelter and increased living space for the O-Zone 6.0 XTR family tent”
...for the tent with an ego that’s hard to keep in the shade!

O-Zone Canopy

Material: 150 Denier Double Rip Stop Fabric
Frame: Single Steel Collapsible Pole
Additional features: Storm Strap Attachment
Points, trio stripe styling, quick draw guying.
Weight: 5kg
Pack Size: 78 x 15 x 15(cm)

Website Link

Material: 150 Denier Double Rip Stop Fabric
Frame: Single steel collapsible pole
Additional Features: PVC Side Windows,
footprint groundsheet for covered porch area,
storm strap attachment points, trio stripe styling,
quick draw guying.

Colour: Ivory
Graphite
roof liner

UV roof cover

Weight: 12.5kg
Pack Size: 81 x 26 x 26 (cm)

Colour: Ivory
Graphite
Quick Draw Guying
14.

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

The exclusive O-Zone 6.0 XTR Interior
Roof Liner creates a relaxing home
from home ambiance to the interior of
the tent; whilst also providing a gentle
shade from any roof glare in sunny
conditions, the added layer of insulation
helps to keep the tent cool on warm
days, warmer on cool days and also
creates an air pocket between the liner
and the tent roof, beneficial to reducing
morning condensation.

The clever O-Zone 6.0 XTR Exterior
Roof UV Cover, made in 100D warm
grey polyester, offers added UV
protection from the suns harmful rays,
protecting and prolonging the fabric
life of your precious tent roof. The cover
also creates an air gap offering added
insulation to the tent roof, helping to
combat condensation, a common effect
experienced in all tents and can be
particularly prevalent first thing on a
morning after a cool night.

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // FESTIVAL / TOURING

Hendrix
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“An incredibly quick and easy to erect single tube
airframe festival tent with a revolutionary twist”
...prepare to be inspired!

INFLATES
IN AROUND
30 secs

Quick Draw Guying

The Hendrix is the perfect fast erect festival / touring
tent which comfortably sleeps up to three people. It
has a single Inspiral air tube that cleverly winds through
the tents inner, giving structure, strength and stability.
When speed of inflation and erection is the priority,
this tent ticks all the boxes with an astonishing 30
second inflation time. Infact the whole tent can be
pegged out and inflated in around 2 minutes making
this one of the fastest pitching air tents available. The
small convenient storage area at the front entrance
provides adequate space for all the necessary
camping essentials. The zip up front door coupled
with the optional steel poles, creates a functional front
door canopy, perfect for shelter whilst cooking under.
The internal placement of the inflation valve system
provides peace of mind; this being safely hidden away
from temptation from any mischievous festival goer.
Material: 100 Denier Hex Printed Polyester
Tubes: Single Oxygen Air Frame Inspiral Tube
Oxygen AirFrame: Dynamic Speed Valve and Intelligent
Frame Relief Valve
Additional Features: Tinted Windows, Embossed Clip-in
Curtains, Zip up Canopy Door, Vortex Ventilation System,
SunPro UV Protection, Sewn in Groundsheet, Internal
Secure Inflation Point, Lantern Hanging Ring.
Includes: 3 Berth Inner Tent, Peg Pack, Dual Action
Compact Manual Pump, Repair Kit and Holdall.

Optional Extras

Hex Print Graphite
*Shown above with optional canopy poles

16.

Hex Print Fabric

Website Link

160cm

75cm

Model

Width Length Pack Size (cm) Weight (approx)

Hendrix

200cm

335cm

73 x 35 x 32

Large rear air vent to help reduce internal condensation.

A Revolutionary Twist...
Inspiral Air Tube Design...
Speed, Simplicity & Strength...

200cm

(Height)
145cm

100cm

Colour: Hex Print Warm Grey

Zip up front door canopy with optional accessory poles.

Features

Stone Protection Groundsheet
*Canopy Poles, Trio Sleeping Bags
Selection of Coordinated Furniture
Jet-Stream 12v Electric Air Pump

Maple Leaf Curtains

Dark micro polyester inner tent with side pockets.

8.2kg

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

The genius internal Inspiral single inflation tube structure.

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // FAMILY

INSPIRAL 5.0
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“A revolutionary modern single inflation point family air tent with an ingenious single inspiral tube.”
...an incredibly quick & easy to erect air tent ...an inspired twist of genius!

The Inspiral 5.0 is a brand new revolutionary design
for 2016. It has as single inflation point air tube which
spirals neatly through the tents inner to create solid
structure, making this tent exceptionally quick and
easy to erect. The built in canopy with a fibreglass
pole provides added protection from the elements
and can be toggled back in difficult conditions.
This tent has all the features you will need in a small
family tent ...with a modern twist.

Completely sealed zip around front cabin door.

INFLATES
IN AROUND
2 mins

Integral front canopy which toggles back in windy conditions.

Features

Optional Snug Rug

5 person dark micro polyester inner tent with front pockets.

Inspiral Single Tube, Single Inflation...

Material: 100 Denier Hex Printed Polyester.
Tubes: Single Inflation Point Inspiral Air Tube.
Oxygen AirFrame: Dynamic Speed Valve and Intelligent
Frame Relief Valve.
Additional Features: Tinted Windows, Embossed Zip-up
Curtains, Mesh Zip in Doors, Vortex Ventilation System,
SunPro UV Protection, Sewn in Groundsheet, Storage Pockets.
Includes: 5 Berth Inner Tent with divider, Peg Pack,
Endurance Storm Straps, Dual Action Manual Pump, Repair
Kit and Holdall.

Optional Extras

Stone Protection Groundsheet
Snug Rug Carpet, Trio Sleeping Bags
Selection of coordinated furniture
Jet-Stream 12v Electric Air Pump

Website Link

Maple Leaf Curtains

Single Inspiral Tube

Quick Draw Guying

Hex Fabric

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

185cm

18.

...for Speed, Simplicity & Strength

200cm

DSV Inflation Point

Colour: Hex Print Warm Grey
Hex Print Graphite

(Front Height)
200cm

310cm

Canopy

445cm

Model
Inspiral 5.0

Width Length Pack Size (cm) Weight (approx)
310cm

445cm

82 x 52 x 43

24.5kg

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY

INSPIRAL 5.2
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“The all new inspiral 5.2, single tube, single inflation, fast erect family tent”
...truly a revolution !

The Inspiral 5.2 is the largest in the inspiral range.
The revolutionary inspiral tube puts this tent in a
league of its own when it comes to simplicity and
speed of inflation. Designed to sleep 5 people, but
can be expanded with the addition of an optional 2
berth inner tent ...perfect for young growing families.
Complete with a sewn on sun canopy that provides
additional shade and can be toggled back in windy
conditions. The modern stylish design makes this tent
a real head turner and the envy of the camp site.

Modern styling with revolutionary single tube technology.

Features

Material: 100 Denier Hex Printed Polyester.
Tubes: Single Inflation Inspiral Air Tube.
Oxygen AirFrame: Dynamic Speed Valve and Intelligent
Frame Relief Valve.
Additional Features: Tinted Windows, Embossed Zip-up
Curtains, Mesh Zip in Doors, Vortex Ventilation System,
SunPro UV Protection, Sewn in Groundsheet, Storage Pockets.
Includes: 5 Berth Inner Tent with divider, Peg Pack, Endurance
Storm Straps, Dual Action Manual Pump, Repair Kit and Holdall.

INFLATES
IN AROUND
2 mins

Large spacious living area.

Inspiral Single Tube, Single Inflation...

Optional Extras

Stone Protection Groundsheet
*Clip in 2 Person Inner Tent
Snug Rug Carpet, Trio Sleeping Bags
Selection of coordinated furniture
Jet-Stream 12v Electric Air Pump

Online Video Link

200cm

Maple Leaf Curtains
310cm

Canopy

DSV Inflation Point

Colour: Hex Print Warm Grey
Hex Print Graphite
20.

...for Speed, Simplicity & Strength
Single Inspiral Tube

Quick Draw Guying

Hex Fabric

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com

(Front Height)
200cm
620cm

Model
Inspiral 5.2

Width Length Pack Size (cm) Weight (approx)
310cm

620cm

82 x 52 x 48

33.1kg

outhouse xl

UTILITY // TENT

UTILITY // DRIVEAWAY

outhouse handi xl

TRIO SLEEPING BAGS & PILLOW

Trio
Twin

Trio
single

Trio
tots

The Outhouse XL is the perfect accessory tent providing additional storage space to your
camping or caravan ‘set-up’. It is an ideal tent for use as a toilet or shower tent. Its simple
construction makes it exceptionally lightweight and easy to erect.

The Outhouse Handi XL is the perfect utility tent to add to the side of your vehicle. It can
be attached to the vehicle using the cowl. It is perfect as a toilet or storage tent and is
exceptionally easy to put up.

Features

Features

Optional Extras
Canopy Poles

Material: 68 Denier Polyester fabric
Poles: 2 x Fibreglass Poles
Additional Features: Vents.
Includes: Peg Pack, PE Groundsheet
and Carry Bag.

Colour: Ivory

Optional Extras

Material: 68 Denier Polyester fabric
Poles: 2 x Fibreglass Poles
Additional Features: Vents.
Includes: Peg Pack, PE Groundsheet
and Carry Bag.

Canopy Poles

Colour: Ivory

Graphite

Graphite

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com
Website Link
Model

Width

Depth

Pack Size

Weight (approx)

Outhouse XL

200cm

200cm

65 x 20 x 20

4.5kg

22.

Website Link
Model

Width

Depth

Height Range

Pack Size

Weight (approx)

Outhouse Handi XL

200cm

200cm

180 - 240cm

70 x 25 x 25

5kg

The Trio Sleeping Bag Range is a superb range of sleeping bags designed to compliment Outdoor
Revolution products with the now synonymous, trio stripe signature. These premium quality
sleeping bags have a soft micro polyester finish which are 2 x 175grm m2 in thickness so are warm
and snugly, providing the best nights sleep whilst on holiday. Each size Trio Sleeping Bag has
a pillow envelope to fit a matching Trio Pillow which comes in a small compact draw string bag
in both adult and junior sizes. All Trio sleeping bags come in a smart branded polyester zipped
holdall with carry handle to make carrying easy and protects the sleeping bag from damage whilst
being stored or transported.
Available in 3 sizes:
Trio Twin - 235cm x 170cm - Weight - 4.2kg
Trio Single - 235cm x 100cm - Weight - 2.7kg (Two bags can be zipped together to create a double)
Trio Tots (Infant) - 130cm x 70cm - Weight - 2.7kg
The Trio Pillow is a camping pillow specifically
designed to match the Trio Sleeping Bags to
compliment Trio branded range of premium
products. The pillow comes in a small compact bag
allowing the pillow to expand when removed, slotting
neatly into the pillow envelope in the Trio Sleeping
Bag. It comes in both adult and junior size versions.
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Size: 47cm x 42cm x 46cm
Weight loading: 100kg
Optional Extra: Footstool

MARINO CHAIR

N

Matt Graphite Aluminium Frame
Adjustable Back
600D PVC padded Fabric
Free Compact Side Table

EW

The Napoli Chair is a dark grey adjustable back chair and
comes with a moveable head rest that slides up and down to
be placed in the most comfortable position for your comfort.

TARANTO CHAIR

N

24.

Open Size: 118cm x 62cm x74cm
Folding Size: 111cm x 62cm x 9cm
Total Weight: 5.2kg
Maximum Capacity: 120kg
Optional Extra: Footstool

EW

EW

EW

Matt Graphite Aluminium Frame
Adjustable Back
600D PVC padded Fabric
Free Compact Side Table

N

N

N
The San Remo Chair is an adjustable back suspension chair with
numerous adjustable settings from upright to laying nearly flat.
This chair includes a free clip on side cup holder table.

Clip on Foot Stool

E

NAPOLI CHAIR

SI

SAN REMO CHAIR

The Sorrento Lounger is an adjustable reclining lounging chair
with various positions to provide the most comfortable and
relaxing position for you. It folds up flat to make it easy for
storage when not in use.

The Clip on Footstool is designed to fit the San Remo and
Napoli chair, complementing the Outdoor Revolution furniture
range. The footstool offers extra comfort for those days when
you just want to kick back and relax.

The Taranto Chair is a collapsible camping style chair made in a
graphite colour steel frame which is lightweight and folds up in
an easy to a carry bag for easy storage. The rigid arms make this
chair easier for getting in and out of.

The Marino Chair is constructed from a sturdy steel frame
and is designed to complement the Outdoor Revolution range
of awnings and tents. The generous padding adds a touch of
luxury warmth at a great price that wont break the bank.

Graphite Steel Frame
Adjustable Back and Legs
600D PVC padded Fabric

Matt Graphite Aluminium Frame
600D PVC padded Fabric
Fits Napoli and San Remo Chairs

Graphite Steel Frame
600D PVC padded Fabric
Packed in Carrying Bag

Graphite Steel Frame
500D Plain PVC Fabric
Packed in Carrying Bag

Free Compact Side Table
Size: 53cm x 50cm x 51cm
Weight loading: 100kgs

Size: 90cm x 48cm x 31cm
Weight loading: 30Kgs

Size: 65cm x 47cm x 48cm
Weight loading: 100kgs

Size: 62cm x 52cm x 47cm
Weight loading: 100kgs

Posture Chair

PREMIUM TABLE

camp Kitchen Stand
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Folding size: 90cm x 60cm x 10cm
Size: 87cm x 50cm x 80cm

The Camp Kitchen Stand is a new accessory for 2016. The perfect size kitchen for any camping
holiday. It has two compartments one with one shelf and the other with two shelves. This sturdy
unit has an aluminium top and windshield that pegs in. The unit folds flat and is stored in a
carrying bag.
19mm Steel Tube Frame
500D Plain PVC Fabric

Three Shelves
Aluminium Elasticated Top

Packs in to Carrying Bag
Size: 87cm x 50cm x 80cm

EW

Aluminium Legs with Matt Finnish
Size: 90cm x 60cm x 72cm

Weight loading: 100kgs

N

Graphite Steel Frame
500D Plain PVC Fabric

EW

EW

EW

The Premium Table has been designed to complement the
range of Outdoor Revolution furniture. The Wood Grain Surface
gives the table a contemporary look. The legs fold completely
flat making the table very easy to store.

Packed in a Carry / Storage Bag
Size: 58cm x 45cm x 50cm

N

N

N

The Posture Chair is a lumbar support camping style chair with a graphite steel frame. The chair
incorporates a lumbar support bar in the base of the chair back which dramatically improves lower
back support and provides unrivalled comfort. It can be folded away and packed in a carry bag for
ease of storage and transportation.

camp Wardrobe

The Camp Wardrobe is a perfect storage unit for camping and caravanning. It has three shelves and
a sturdy steel frame. It is collapsible and folds flat in to a carrying bag for easy transportation and
storage.
19mm Steel Tube Frame
500D Plain PVC Fabric

Three Shelves
Wood Grain Surface Top

Packs in to Carrying Bag
Size: 60cm x 51cm x 101cm

IBIZA SUSPENSION CHAIR

LIFETIME FOLD IN HALF TABLE

TRIO TABLE CLOTH

TRIO CARPET

Designed by & manufactured exclusively for...

A 12V electric pump designed specifically for the speedy & effortless inflation of modern air awnings & tents...

The new Outdoor Revolution Jet-Stream compact high pressure 12v electric air
pump has been designed specifically by us with a host of features not normally
found in electric high pressure pumps for air awnings and tents.
Designed to make life a little easier when erecting and inflating your air product,
the powerful Jet-Stream air pump cleverly allows you to pre-set the PSI cut off
point, eliminating the danger of over-inflation*. Once the Jet-Stream pump reaches
the set PSI level, it will automatically cut out.
Integrated into the main body of the pump is a clever and convenient cable storage
reel, allowing for the power cable to be retracted back inside the pump after use
with an easy to use reel handle. The 12v power plug is then securely held in place
within the rear recess clip.
The stylish Jet-Stream pump comes complete with a flexible air hose, a selection of
air nozzle adaptors and is designed to fit most leading brands of air awning & tent
inflation valve ports. The package comes complete with a handy storage/carry bag
to safely store and protect the Jet-Stream pump when not in use.
A simply ‘must have’ accessory for all air awning and air tent campers out there.
Why not check out the Outdoor Revolution website to see the powerful Jet-Stream
air pump in action?

Dimensions unfolded: 122cm x 61cm
Steel tube: 25mm diameter.
Adjustable Height: 46/74/91cm
Net weight: 9.3kg

The Trio Stripe Table Cloth is designed to
coordinate perfectly with the Trio Stripe
range of camping accessories & awning and
tent products. It comes in its own compact
pouch bag with draw string for storage
convenience.
Fabric - Machine washable Micro Polyester
Size - 150cm x 80cm

The Trio Camping Carpet is a new
carpet designed to fit Tents, Caravan and
Motorhome awnings. They are made from a
soft comfortable material with a waterproof
thermal backing. The carpets are trimmed
and branded with the Outdoor Revolution
Trio Striping and comes packed in a Luxury
Cabin Bag.

Available in sizes to fit the following tents:
Ozone 6.0 XTR, Airedale 12.0, Airedale 6.0,
Airedale 4.0, Inspiral 5.2, Inspiral 5.0
(Snug Rugs are also available to fit a wide
selection of Outdoor Revolution Driveaway
Awnings)

www.outdoor-revolution.com

ADJUSTABLE PRE-SET PSI AUTO CUT OFF FEATURE
POWERFUL INTERNAL HIGH PRESSURE PUMP
DIGITAL LCD SCREEN READOUT INDICATOR
CAN BE SET TO INFLATE TO A MAXIMUM OF 8 PSI
INTERNAL WIND IN CABLE TIDY REEL
SECURE 12V PLUG HOUSING CLIP
INCLUDES A HANDY CARRY/STORAGE BAG
COMPACT SPACE SAVING DESIGN
INCLUDES AIR HOSE & VALVE ADAPTORS
ERGONOMIC CARRY HANDLE
12V ELECTRICAL POWER SOCKET REQUIRED
* Please note it is important to first check the recommended maximum PSI level by the manufacturer
of your air product before attempting to use the Jet-Stream electric air pump.
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- Open Size: 67cm x 81.5cm x 80cm
- Folding Size: 82cm x 91cm x 5.5cm
- Total Weight: 4.5kg
- Maximum Capacity: 100kgs

The Lifetime Fold in Half Table is the perfect
high quality camping table that you have
always wanted. It has a heavy duty table top
made from high density polyethylene with
heavy gauge steel tubular adjustable height
legs. The table folds in half for easy storage
and transportation & features a convenient
webbing handle, complete with a carry,
storage bag.

R

The Ibiza Suspension Chair is made with
elasticated webbing straps which stretch
and mould to the body - creating the most
comfortable seat you’ve ever tried!
The outer fabric surround is made with 600
Denier Polyester Material.

VISION WINDBREAK

O-ZONE WINDBREAK

DOUBLE ACTION AIR PUMP

THE BIG LOO... it’s in the can

BOXED PEGS

PORTABLE LOO

TOILET CHEMICALS

BIG VALUE PACKS

N
EW
VALUE DOUBLE BOX = Toilet Fluid plus Bowl
Cleaner.

The Vision Windbreak is a luxury coordinating
windbreak that comes with an awning channel
to fix to your caravans awning rail and packs
into a small holdall.

The Ozone Windbreak is a luxury windbreak
designed to compliment the whole range
of Outdoor Revolution products. Special
features include 2 tinted window panels.

Material: 150D Double Ripstop Polyester
REVTEX 3000
Poles & Pegs: Steel
Colour: Ivory/Graphite
Size: 500cm x 140cm
Net Weight: 3.65kg (approx)

Material: 150D Polyester Oxford PU Coated
Poles & Pegs: Steel
Colour: Ivory/Graphite
Size: 500cm x 140cm
Net Weight: 4.4kg (approx)
BIG VALUE PACK = 2 ltr Toilet Fluid, 2ltr Bowl
Cleaner + 2 x Toilet Tissue Twin Packs.

CUSTOMER CARE &
PRODUCT SUPPORT

HELPLINE

Our dedicated and friendly customer
service team are available to answer
any queries you may have regarding
an Outdoor Revolution product.
You may contact us by telephone,
email or by our website contact form.

Email: cs@blue-diamond-products.co.uk
Tel: 01924 455313
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The Outdoor Revolution Double Action
Air Pump is designed for the fast
inflation of your Air Frame Awning,
Tent, inflatable boat, SUP etc...
Incorporating an automatic switch
from double to single action when the
pressure exceeds 400 mBAR (5.8 PSI.
Suitable to inflate Outdoor Revolution
Oxygen Air Frame awnings and tents,
rubber boats.
Capacity: Max 4,000 cc – max pressure
800 mBAR (11.6 PSI)

Big Loo Portable Toilet is a convenient no
fuss portable toilet bucket with a removable
lidded seat and robust carry handle.
The perfect convenience for those little trips
in the night. Available in ‘hi-vis, no miss’ lime
green or ‘discrete’ grey.

Screw Pegs
Ideal for use in hard &
shaley ground. More solid
& robust than standard
pegs & designed for easier
pegging.

Hard Ground Pegs
Hard ground pegs will
glide through the toughest
ground. A no nonsense way
to ensure secure pitching in
the hardest of ground.

Glow Pro
A heavy duty steel peg
that glows in the dark and
helps prevent accidents by
tripping over pegs at night.

Pile Driver Pro
Thick heavy duty steel peg
with corkscrewed shaft for
extra grip in hard stoney
ground.

BLUE DIAMOND Boxed Pegs come in a free handy
heavy duty storage case with secure clip fastenings.

The Blue Diamond Nature Calls
Portable Toilet offers perfect
hygiene away from home as well as
high quality construction and easy to
use. The compact dimensions make
this unit very easy to keep clean. The
top part (15 Litres) and base part (20
litres) are connected using practical
and robust plastic clips. The base
part also has a very sturdy handle for
convenient transport and disposal
of waste water. Best of all, this neat
toilet also has a toilet roll holder
incorporated into the design giving
you somewhere to store the roll
other than on the floor, thus keeping
it clean and dry.

Toilet Fluid
A concentrated toilet
fluid that works in unison
with Blue Diamond
Bowl cleaner, breaking
down waste & creating a
pleasant smell in the loo.
In 1, 2 & 4 ltr bottles

Bowl Cleaner
Add to your top tank
to ensure that when
you flush, your toilet is
cleaned and refreshed.
Works in unison with Blue
Diamonds Toilet Fluid
In 1 & 2 ltr bottles.

Uno Chem
A specially concentrated
formula of environmentally
safe ingredients to
disinfect & deodorise your
toilet.
In 1 & 2 ltr bottles.

Nature Calls
A specially
concentrated formula
of environmentally safe
ingredients to disinfect
& deodorise your toilet.
In 2 ltr bottles.

BIG VALUE!
Promotional Packs of Bowl
Cleaner, Toilet Fluid & Toilet
Tissue in handy
reusable containers.

Enviro-Soft Toilet Tissue
Is a quick dissolving toilet
tissue especially designed
for use in all caravan,
motorhome & marine toilets.

Outdoor Revolution,
Unit 1 Brick Park,
Bretfield Court,
Bretton Street Industrial Estate,
Dewsbury,
West Yorkshire,
WF12 9BY
Web: www.outdoor-revolution.com
Email: cs@blue-diamond-products.co.uk
Tel: 01924 455313
Fax: 01924 450551
Distributed by:

Outdoor Revolution also produce a range of inflatable awnings...
Packed with equivalent high quality premium products with all the same technical features.
Ask your dealer or see online for details - www.outdoor-revolution.com

*LIFETIME GUARANTEE - Terms & Conditions Apply. See website for details.
Please note : In the interest of continuous product development & improvements by Outdoor
Revolution; some products & specifications may vary slightly from the photographs &
information given within this brochure.

